Abstract. In a previous paper , the algebra of holomorphic "perikernels" on a complex quadric X$ } -x (in C*) has been introduced; each perikernel Jf can be seen äs the analytie eontinuation of a kernel K on the unit sphere S d-1 in an appropriate "cut-domain", while the jump of Jf across the corresponding "cut" defines a Volterra kernel K (in the sense of
Introduction and description of the results
The group-theoretical generalizations of Standard Fourier analysis have led to two separate categories of results: while the notion of Fourier series has found its natural extension in the theory of compact groups (see e.g. [BD] ), an analogue of the Fourier integral transformation has been introduced for a certain class of non-compact semisimple Lie groups [H] . One can then think s an attractive idea that, for couples of compact and non-compact groups admitting the same complexified group (e.g. SO(d; fR) and SO 0 (l,rf-1)), the two previous categories of results should be connected in some sense by "an analytic continuation procedure". It is our purpose to show that, at least at the level of homogeneous spaces and for suitable classes of analytic functions on these spaces, such a connection can in fact be displayed. In the present series, we will only treat elementary examples of associated homogeneous spaces namely the sphere § d " 1 and the one-sheeted hyperboloid X d _ j (affiliated respectively with the groups SO(d; (R) and SO 0 (l,rf -1)), which we will consider s real submanifolds of the same complex quadric XjfL ^ in C d . However, a similar analysis might be envisaged for other couples (S, X) of (compact and non-compact) homogeneous spaces embedded in a common complexified space X (c \
The basic feature which appears in this study is "dual analyticity" ', namely the fact that the classes of analytic functions & considered on X (c) are in correspondence with classes of analytic functions F on a space X of "complex characters", each function F being associated with a function !F via the following double connection'. i) F is a Carlson-type Interpolation (in a suitable domain of X) of the set of Fourier coefficients of # s .
ii) P is a Fourier-Laplaee-type transform of an appropriate "jump" F = Δ^ of 3F, defined on the non-compact real space X.
As a matter of fact, the two simplest examples of dual analyticity are provided respectively by the Taylor series ί? (ζ) = Σ^=ο#( Λ )ί η and by the Legendre series y(Q = ££°=o a(n) Λ(0· The close parallel which exists between these two cases was noticed by Stein and Wainger who gave (in [SW] ) a first systematic study of the correspondence between the analyticity properties of the function &*(ζ) in the ζ-plane and of the coefficient function a (λ) in the -plane. In particular, in both cases, the analyticity of the function £?(ζ) in a cut-plane, cut along the positive real axis from l to oo, was shown to be equivalent (under certain additional "£ 2 -assumptions") to the analyticity (and appropriate "L 2 -property") of the function α(λ) in the half-plane C ( +~1 /2) = JA;ReA> --l. For the Taylor series, the discovery of properties of this type traces back to a result of Leroy [L] in 1900, while for the Legendre series, various partial results were obtained in connection with problems of physics, in particular by Regge [R] , Froissart [F] , Gribov [G] , Martin [M] and Khuri [K] , after the pioneering works of Poincare [P] , Watson [Wa] and Sommerfeld [So] . If the interplay of rotational invariance properties (under SO (3; IR) ) and of a certain background of analyticity properties had clearly been at the origin of all these works on the Legendre series, it had remained obscure, however, which geometrical Interpretation could be given to the following integral relation expressing the coefficient function α(λ) in terms of the Jump f = Δ&* of «9^ (0 across This, formula, introduced at first in [F] and [G] , and independently in the more rigorous study of [SW] , was obtained in these works by a direct use of the properties of the Legendre functions of the first and second kinds and of their interconnection. It is only in later works by J. , [FaV] ) about the harmonic analysis on the one-sheeted hyperboloid that the integral transformation expressed by Eq. (0.1) was given a geometrical meaning; in fact, it was reobtained there from the definition of the "spherical Laplace transform" of an SO 0 (1,2)-invariant "Volterra kernel" on the one-sheeted hyperboloid.
Here, we shall introduce a relationship based on analytic continuation between the harmonic analysis on the one-sheeted hyperboloid Χ ά .^ = {ze IR i) Jf(z,z') is an analytic function, called "perikernel", whose domain is Δ μ = Xflt x Xfl^Z^, where If is the following subset of real codimension l (called a "cut"):
In the present paper, we shall only consider the class of" invariant triplets" (^ K, K) , such that Jf 9 K, /£are respectively invariant under the (diagonal) action of the groups
By introducing the "base point" z 0 = (0, ..., 0, 1) in Xifl i9 and the subgroups H (c \ H, H which are the stabilizers of z 0 respectively in SO (l, d-l) (c) , SO(rf; IR) and SO 0 (l , d -1), we can identify an invariant triplet (J^ K, K) with a triplet of functions (^ F, F), such that:
where Jf" = {r e ^l ^ z (d~ υ = coshi;; t; > μ}; moreover &(ζ) is invariant under /f (c) and therefore only depends on the single complex variable z (d ~ υ = cos , θ denoting the complex angle between z and z 0 ; we will then put: ^"(z) =f(z (d~i} ) 9 with / analytic in the cut-plane Ό μ = C \[cosh μ, 4-oo[; if ώ denotes the orthogonal projection of Xfl. l onto the complex z iii) F is an //-invariant function on X d -i with support contained in the set X$ = {z € X d " x ; z ^ z 0 , z (d "" υ > cosh^}, such that F )X M = Δ«^ΧΜ, where Δ^ is the jump of«^" across^; since ω(Χ^.) = [cosh^u, 4-oo[, onehas^iz) = f(z (d~1) ), where f denotes the jump Δ(/) of / across (R, whose support is contained in the "cut" [cosh/i, 4-oo[. We will then say that («^ F, F) is an invariant triplet with domain D on Jfflj.
For d = 3, the invariant triplets («^ F, F) provide a natural geometrical Interpretation for the Legendre series considered in [SW] ; in fact, each function (cos Θ) = X(°io fl(/) ^ (cos 0) which admits an analytic continuation/(cos 0) in the cut-plane Ώ μ (μ > 0) can be identified with an Η-invariant function F (z) on the sphere S 2 admitting the analytic continuation 3F = ω* (/) in the domain ΰ μ of X$ } ; the jump f = Δ (/) of /across IR is then identified with an //-invariant Volterra function F n X 2 .
In order to make the harmonic analysis on X d " 1 possible, we shall always consider invariant triplets («f; F, F) on Xfi. i of moderate growth at infinity, which means that and F are supposed to be "essentially" bounded by Cst\z (d~l} \ m , for a fixed number m such that m > -l, called the order of moderate growth. We will then give a unified proof (valid for all d,d^2) of the following result which (in view of the pioneering works [F] and [G] More precise results and detailed properties concerning specific classes of triplets (^ F, F) and the corresponding classes of functions F will be proved in the course of this work and the converse Statement (II) will also be completed by Inversion formulae allowing one to reconstruct the triplet ffi F, F) in terms of a given function F: these various aspects ofthe theorem FG will be developed in theorems l, 3, 3', 4, 5 which will be first established in the case d = 2 in our Part I (See. 1-4) and later in the general case d > 3 in our Part III.
Our way of stating the previous properties of dual analyticity might seem somewhat pedantic if one wanted to consider these properties ( s in [SW] ) merely s theorems of complex analysis in one variable involving generalized Legendre functions. However, we wish to show that the geometrical (and thereby multidimensional) viewpoint adopted throughout this work presents other features which go substantially beyond the one-variable formulation, and are directly related to the group-theoretical considerations made at the beginning.
A first important feature which complements the theorem FG conceras convolution products. In [BV-1], we introduced a composition product * <c) on the class of perikernels on X^l 9 enjoying the following property. If Jf = Jfi* (c) J^2 and if (J^*, K f , Ki)(i = 1,2), (^ K, K) denote the corresponding triplets, then one has: a) K = K! * K 2 , where * denotes the composition product of kernels on § (d~1} . 29 where o denotes the composition product of Volterra kernels on X d . l (in the sense of and [FaV] ).
In the case of invariant triplets of moderate growth considered here, the composition products K 1 o K 2 and Kj * K 2 can now be interpreted s convolution products respectively on X d -± and S^" 1 *, involving the action of the respective groups SO 0 (1, d-1) and SO(rf; (R) . By extending a result of [FaV] , we will then show that the relation K = K^ o K 2 implies the following relation for the corresponding Laplace-type transforms: Another feature which will in fact govern the whole presentation of this work and its cutting into three parts concerns our method for proving the results announced above. The main idea of this method is that,/or every dimension d(d> 2), the theorem FG (completed by the convolution properties) can be reduced to a simple property of Fourier-Laplace analysis in C, which we call "property (FG) 0 ": the latter concerns classes of 27r-periodic functions/(0) which are holomorphic in a certain cut-plane / (μ} and satisfy an additional symmetry condition (S d ) corresponding to the </-dimensional problem considered; the associated analytic function F(A)> which we call F = JSf (/), coincides with the usual Laplace transform L(f) of the Jump f of /across the cut of / (μ) (along ilR + ). Our Part I is devoted to this property and, s a special application of the latter, to the theorem FG for the case d = 2 which concerns harmonic analysis on the circle and on the hyperbola. It will also include, s a by-product, results on Laurent series with analytic coefficients Σ η α(η)ζ η which extend those of [L] or [SW] .
In the general case d>3, the reduction of the theorem FG to the property (FG) 0 necessitates the use of integral transformations 9t ά and ^ which we call "Radon-Abel transformations" and whose properties are studied in Part II. Once this step is taken, the function Ρ(λ) associated with a given triplet («^ F, F) will be introduced in Part III via a direct rf-dimensional extension of the "spherical Laplace transformation" on X 2 of [Fa-1] and [FaV] , from which we specially retain the geometrical meaning. We shall put: (F) (see See. II-6).
The reduction of the theorem FG to the property (FG) 0 will then appear in part III s a consequence of formula (0.4), of its "complex analogue": Let us now mention the following complementary features and results which will also be found in Part II and Part III.
a) Volterra convolutions and algebras of perikernels
As a first result, it is proved (in See. II-3, proposition II-2 i)) that the invariant Volterra kernels of moderate growth of a given order m (m > -1) form a subalgebra of the Volterra algebra on X d . 1 . A similar result (quoted in See. H-6, proposition II-5) holds for the invariant perikernels of moderate growth on X^\.
Secondly, this structure of convolution algebra is shown to be preserved by the transformation 3l d in the following sense: the transform t d (F 1 o F 2 ) of the Volterra convolution product of F l and F 2 on X d _ i is equal to the one-dimensional convolution product (on IR + ) of the corresponding transforms ^i d (F^ and $ d (F 2 ). The corresponding property for the Laplace transforms (i. e. Ρ(λ) = P 1 (λ) · Ρ 2 W) will then follow directly from Eq. (0.4). This argument, which relies directly on the use of horocycles and on the interplay of Iwasawa-type and Cartan-type decompositions of the group SO 0 (1, d-1) is an alternative to the method of [FaV] which involves a basic product formula for the spherical functions (identified in the present case with second kind Legendre functions in dimension d). -type norms (convenient under several respects, in particular for the study of convolution products) will not allow us to obtain a strict equivalence between classes of triplets («^ F, F) and classes of functions F, but theorems 3, 3' and 5 will however appear s a satisfactory "converse of theorem l".
In recent works [Fa-2], J. Faraut has generalized his "spherical Laplace transformation" to a large class of real Symmetrie spaces on which the notion of invariant Volterra kernel is still meaningful (see also [FHO] ). One can express the hope that the present analysis might also be extended (under conditions which remain to be defined) to the corresponding complexified spaces.
L The property (FG) 0 ; Fourier-Laplace transformation on the complex hyperbola X[ c)
As a preparatory
Step to the property (FG) 0 , we shall characterize in See. 1-1 the analyticity and boundedness properties of the function Ρ(λ) which interpolates the Fourier coefficients f l of a 27r-periodic function/(0), holomorphic and exponentially bounded in the upper half-plane deprived from (periodic) cuts of the form
On the one band, Ρ(λ) is the carlsonian Interpolation in a half-plane Re λ > m of the coefficients f ( (for l>m) and on the other band, Ρ(λ) is also the Laplace transform of the jump of /(Θ) across the cut θ = iv. Convolution properties of such functions/( ) will also be described. See. 1-2 will then present the corresponding Statements in terms of Laurent series with analytic coefficients and of Mellin transforms.
Property (FG) 0 will then appear in See. 1-3 s a specialization of the previous results for classes of functions/(Θ) which satisfy an additional symmetry condition (S d ) and whose derivatives f (r} up to a certain order satisfy the same boundedness properties s / itself. The condition (S d ) implies that these functions / have analytic continuation in the lower half-plane (deprived from the corresponding cuts θ = iv + 2kn, v < -μ) and that they can be reconstructed from their transform P (λ) up to a trigonometrical polynomial of fixed degree. Appropriate functional spaces of functions/(0) and Γ(λ) enjoying the previous properties are then introduced, in order to obtain satisfactory Statements expressing the continuity of the mapping cp : f Jl+ Fand of its inverse. This set of results, collected in propositions 1-5 ... 1-7', constitute what we call the property (FG) 0 . For d > 3, they prepare the ground for our study of the connection between harmonic analysis on the sphere and on the one-sheeted hyperboloid in rf-dimensional space.
Finally, See. 1-4 is devoted to showing that in the case d = 2, the previous results have an immediate geometrical Interpretation in C 2 : the connection between harmonic analysis on the circle and on the hyperbola can in fact be reduced to the property (FG) 0 by using the parametrization z (0) = -/sin , z (1) = cos θ of the complex hyperbola A r } c) (z (0)2 -z (1)2 = -1).
1-1. Connection between the Fourier series and the Laplace transformation
In the complex plane C of the variable θ = u + it?, we call /+ = {Θ e C; Im θ > 0}, /_ = {θ e C; Im θ < 0} and consider for each μ > 0, the "cut-domain" /w = / + \3(μ), where Ξ (μ) = {θ e C; θ = 2kn + iv, k€Z,v>μ}. We will use the notation A = A/2nZ for every subset A of C which is invariant under the translation group 2πΖ (e.g. /ί">, / ± > Ξ (μ), ife, t etc.). We shall call Γ the class of all cycles γ of jfjp such that: a) y is homologous in Η*(/$. μ} ) (see [Ph] which implies in particular that:
We now introduce the subspace <S m (/^) of functions/(0) satisfying conditions i), ii), iii) and the following one:
We also denote by Q m (JP*) (resp. ^* (/ί μ)
)) the subspace of functions/(0) obtained by replacing condition iv) by the following condition v) (resp. v*)): v) g m in(v)eL«(R+); we then put:
a) The sequence of Fourier coefftcients of f (M): 
where y is any cyde in Γ.
iii) the corresponding Fourier coefficients [f]j (off (u)) and the transform Ρ(λ) are related together by the following sei ofequations:
Proof. i) The properties described in i) follow from the second inequality (Ι.Γ) which implies the majorization of the r.h.s. of Eq. (L3) by 2 J^°° e~(*~m
is well-defined for λ e C + 10 provided y belongs to the class Γ; moreover, according to the Standard Cauchy distortion argument, Ι 7 (λ) is independent of the representative y in Γ.
By choosing for y any representative y a (see our definition of Γ, condition a)), we can then obtain s a -> 0.
+ 00 (withf = iii) By choosing the representative y = y n (Fig. 1) and making use of the 27T-periodicity of the integrand e ae f(6), when λ = / is an integer, we can write (for / > m):
Remarks. i) As a corollary, the majorization (1.4) of Γ(λ) yields correspondingly: V/ > m, | [i], | < Cst. · e~( i~w)M , the latter being already implied by the analyticity of /in the Strip Θ μ = {θ = w + /u; 0 < t; < μ} (provided/is continuous in <9 μ ).
ii) In view of Carlson's theorem (see e. g. [B ] p. 1 53) the function Ρ(λ) represents the unique analytic Interpolation of the sequence {[f]^ / > m} in Cif 0 satisfying the majorization (1.4). As a matter of fact, this uniqueness property will appear s a direct by-product of the converse of proposition 1-1 which we shall now establish. ). The definition and properties of A will be obtained by an adaptation of Watson's resummation method [Wa] , namely, we introduce the following integrals: M«) = i in the latter, the contour # encircles the half-line \_E(m) 4-1, + oo [ and is contained in C^, s shown on Fig. 2 . Since by assumption P is analytic in C?
) and satisfies a majorization of the form (1.7), the integrals (1.10) are convergent and moreover remain unchanged when the contour # is distorted (in C? 0 \{A 6 IR; λ > E(m) -f 1}) and replaced by the line L OT = {λ = m -f-iv; v e IR}, provided the real variable u is kept respectively in [0,2π] for h+ (M) and in [~2π, 0] 
for h_ ( ).
On the other band, by applying the residue theorem to the integrals (1.10) and by taking into account our assumption F(l) = [f] i5 for /> m, we finally obtain the following relations: Since/= h + r, the last Statement ofproposition 1-2 (inequality (1.8)) follows directly from the inequalities (1.14) and (1.16), which thereby achieves the proof of the fact that /(h) belongs to Q m <Jp } ). D
We now give an analogue ofproposition 1-2 for the case when m is an integer, which necessitates a slightly more refined treatment.
Proposition 1-2'. If the assumptions ofproposition 1-2 are satisfied with mel. and if α) Ρ (λ) belongs to <# l (C ( ?) and G™ ΓΙ 6 L 1 (K),
) the function F m (v) = f \m -h iv) is locally of class # 2 near the point v = 0, 
(to be eompared wi i the distribution M$(v)
given by Eq* (1.17)).
Convolution products
In proposition l of [BV-1], we introduced a convolution product, denoted by f**fi+®f 2 , such that if /,60 (0 >(/ί Λ) )> i = l,2,/e0 (0) (>2' l|+ ' l2) ); this product enjoys the following two properties: i) f=f 1 *f 2 , where * denotes the usual convolution product on [R/2 π Ζ (i.e. ti«i, (u-u') ) etc . . . , the continuity of the functions /(Θ) is required on the boundary ife u Δ (0) of /_i 0) from both sides of (0). Proposition 1-1 holds s it is written (the exponential factor in Eq. (1.4) being now equal to 1), and propositions 1-2, 1-2' remain true provided the assumption iii) of proposition 1-2 (now written for μ = 0) is enhanced by a condition of the following form:
, with M [F] eZ/dX + ooD .
(1.20')
It is also easy to adapt the proof of proposition l of [BV-1] to the case μ = 0 and to justify correspondingly the previous proposition 1-3.
1-2. Connection between the Laurent series and the Meilin transformation
By substituting the complex plane of the variable ζ = e~i e to the 27 -periodie 0-plane t of See. 1-1, we shall now give an equivalent presentation of the results of See. 1-1 in terms of properties of Laurent series and of Mellin transformation. In this framework, our results will appear s a generalization of properties established by Leroy [L] and by Stein and Wainger [SW] for the Taylor series.
For A > \ one puts: formula (1-8)) should be replaced by a more appropriate one (given by formula (1-8') ) in the case when m is integer (the additional assumptions of proposition 1-2' being correspondingly transposed).
Under these conditions, the function f satisfies for allr>i the following majorization (for m φ Z): and moreover the jump Δ/ off across the cut [A, + oo[ admits a (λ) s its M ellin transform

The case of Taylor series
The previous proposition I-l fl applies directly to the case of functions / which are holomorphic in the cut-plane C\[^4,oo[ (containing A ), namely to the case when a t = 0 for all / < 0. Correspondingly, proposition I-2 e implies that if the coefficients a t (/ > 0) of a Taylor series admit a holomorphic Interpolation a (λ) satisfying properties i) and ii), then the function /(Q = ^i^o^/C 1 is holomorphic in the cut plane C\[A 9 + oo [, the jump Δ/ of / on [4, + oo[ being related to α(λ) by the Mellin transformation; the majorization on Mf(r) is now valid in C\[^4, -f-oo[ (since the function r (ζ) of the decomposition /= h + r is now a polynomial). This result is a variant of a theorem proved by Leroy in 1900 [L] ; in this connection, we must also quote the theorem by Stein and Wainger (theorem 3 of [SW] ) which is a Statement of strict equivalence between properties of /(Q and of α(λ), obtained thanks to the use of L 2 -norms, in the case m = --, A = 1.
In the following study, we will have to concentrate on classes of holomorphic functions /(Q in $ m (J5i) which moreover satisfy a symmetry condition of the form and therefore have analytic continuation in C \< \_A, -f oo[ u 0, ->.
It turns out that the direct expression of such functions /(Q in terms of their transform α (A) is simpler if one keeps the variable θ (such that ζ = e~i ) s the main variable; in view of this fact and also for geometrical reasons which will appear in the parts II and III of our work, we shall exclusively rely on the presentation of See. M in all further developments. 
1-3. Fourier-Laplace transformation for analytic functions in classes (9^(/ (μ} ):
This analytic continuation (obtained by the "Schwarz symmetry principle" or "one-dimensional edge-of-the-wedge property" [Pa] ) is still denoted by /(Θ) and satisfies in its domain / (μ) the functional relation:
We define similarly the spaces β#°(/ (μ) ) (resp. &^*(/ (μ} )) by taking the functions / in Θ Μ (/^μ ) ) (resp. β£(/+ μ)
)) which satisfy the condition (S d ). For all these functions /, we still denote by f = Δ (/) the Jump of / across the cut έ(μ) defined s in See. 1-1 (the jump of /across the opposite cut {Θ e C; -θ 6 5(μ)}, determined by Eq. (1.22), will not be used in the following).
In our treatment of the Fourier-Laplace transformation on the (d-l)-dimensional complex hyperboloid (see Part III), we will apply the Fourier-Laplace transformation <£ of See. 1-1 to the (corresponding) subspace 6#°(/ (μ) ) οΐΟ Μ (/Ι μ) ). We will keep the same notations:
with L and 3? defined by Eqs. (1.3) and (1.5) and, by adapting the results of the previous study, we will obtain the following Statements. The inclusion of the special case μ = 0 in all these Statements will be obtained by applying the prescriptions given in our remark after proposition 1-3 (in particular concerning the additional condition (1.20') when it is needed, i.e. in propositions 1-5 and 1-5'). B) for 06IR+,
(1.30) The proof is similar to that of proposition 1-5, except that the results of proposition 1-2' (instead of proposition 1-2) must now be applied; moreover, formula (1.32) is now replaced by the following one:
-Θ) + β'τ-'^ΚΚβ) ; (1.32') then, by using the property of h l described in the remark after the proof of proposition 1-2' (see Eq. (1.19')) one justifies the occurrence of the "ε-prescription" in formula (1.30).
Introduction of appropriate subspaces of functions
For our applications of the previous properties in part III, we will be led to consider subspaces of functions /in Φ%\/ (μ) )) and it will be appropriate to equip these subspaces with a normed space structure, expressed in terms of the functions g m [/ (r) ] or g* [/ (r) ] (see Eqs.
(1.1) and (M"") , defined according to Eq. (1-7) (and for m integer in terms of the semi-norm II Fm llioc introduc^d in proposition 1-2'). ), etc...) Now we will show ( s a complement of propositions 1-4, 1-5 and 1-5') that the Laplace transformation 5f and its inverse define continuous mappings between the previous subspaces according to the following propositions 1-6, 1-7 and 1-7'. Proposition 1-6. The transformation 5f defines a continuous mapping from each subspace $ί£ρΟ/ (μ) ) into the corresponding subspace ^ tp (C (^) .
The transformation
In the following Statements, which concern the Inversion of the transformation & in the subspaces Φ^(/ (μ) ) (or &%\/ (tt} )\ we will assume ( s in proposition 1-5, 1-5') that the real number m is such that m > E ---. This will be sufficient for the applications of these results in Part III. L J Since the Laplace transformation L is an injective mapping, the kernel ^( d) (resp. Λς ,«,
By applying a similar argument to the derivatives / ). In §1.3 of [BV-1], we only mentioned the case of perikernels invariant under the connected component SO 0 (1, l) (c) = {g = g(a); α e t = C/2nZ} of SO(1, l) (c) whose action on JSff* is defined by g(a)z( ) = z(0 + a); by fixing the "base point" z 0 == z(0) = (0, 1) of X^c\ we can identify each such perikernel Jf with an analytic function «^"(z) = Jf(z, z 0 ), also represented in the θ-plane by /(Θ) = «^(ζ(θ)) (in fact: Jf(z(0), z(0')) *= ftf -'))· If Λ" is invariant under the f ll group SO (l, l) (<r) , it is in particular invariant under the symmetry / with respect to the z We note that X^ and Jfii are infinite arcs of the branch containing z 0 of the real hyperbola X^ = JiT^niR 2 (see Fig. 3 ). The corresponding function /(0) = «^(ζ(θ)) is then analytic and even in the domain £ / (μ) introduced in See. 1-3; it is also convenient to introduce the representation /(z (1) ) =/(cos0) =/( ) of «^", / being analytic in the cut-plane oo[. f. This is a direct corollary of proposition 1-3 and of lemma 1-1; in fact, s it is explained at the end of section l of , the composition product Jt\ *^Μ 2 (see , formula (18)) reduces in the case of invariant perikernels to the convolution product / = f l * (c) / 2 , and therefore proposition 1-3 applies; moreover, one immediately checks that, since f l and f 2 satisfy the symmetry condition (S 2 ), the same holds for f^f^f^ which implies that /€^2 ) (/ (μι+ ' Ι2) ) and therefore X^). n As a direct corollary of propositions 1-7, 1-7 and of lemma 1-1, we can state: 
